
SUPER BLUE MOON MIRACLE
granted to WFRN's rosarypiper

on August 31, 2023

rosarypiper's writing is in red italics
[bracketed text inserted by Paula]

Having witnessed the rare lunar phenomenon, rosarypiper emailed this to William Tapley at 7:03 AM: 

Dear William,

This is a picture taken from the window of my home here in Canada at around 4 AM this 
morning of the [Super] Blue Moon. I awoke just before 3 AM and could not [get back to] sleep; 
so, had a prayer time [instead]. The light from the moon was bright through the window, and 
[then] I remembered the full moon. So, I took my phone and snapped a few pictures.

Here are two of  the photos,  taken moments apart,  as the clouds slowly moved and transformed
      FROM THIS:  TO THIS:
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Did you notice the bend in the shaft of light—from the Cross to beyond the roof line of the garage? 
Also, note the bright blue orb (likely one of the myriads of angels specifically assigned to Our Lady).

Below are pinpoint closeups of the photos from the previous page, to show that the cloud changed,
         FROM THIS:  TO THIS:

If you look closely [at the enlargement on the right], you can see Momma Mary in Her blue 
mantle and reddish gown, wearing Her crown of Queenship. [She is standing above] the head 
of Jesus on the Cross. Jesus has a full head of thorns. The clouds were moving, and I watched 
for a bit before snapping the pictures. I am legally blind and cannot see distances clearly, nor 
read anything closeup. At first (see left photo), I thought I saw Her with folded hands, looking 
toward Jesus on the Cross. Then (see right photo), the [little] portion of lighter cloud by Her 
throat appeared brighter; and it looked like Baby Jesus snuggling into her neck, to hide from 
the image of Himself on the Cross. After that, Baby Jesus turned forward and looked at Himself 
on the Cross. It was like a movie! [Being legally blind,] I was in disbelief that my eyes really saw
this! I was also in disbelief that the camera captured the image [which looked like Our Lady of 
Perpetual Help].

The Super Blue Moon will not happen again until 2037.

All the readings for the Mass today [8/31/2023] speak of Jesus' return. “Night and day He 
reassures us...He is coming with the holy ones.... Stay awake, for you do not know the time of 
His coming!”

My heart is singing!

The unusual patterns might be explained [by skeptics ] as cloud cover, or drizzle rain we had 
earlier, or forest fire haze; [but] I prefer to think that GOD hears us when we pray. Thank you 
for your faithful daily Rosary, William. Have a blessed day!
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When Tapley showed the photo on-air that morning, he did not share rosarypiper's email description. 
Based solely on what was discernible on-screen, Paula called in and said she thought Blessed Mother 
looked like Our Lady of La Vang. However, after obtaining a copy of rosarypiper's email and her photos
(which have better clarity than what appeared on the YouTube screen), Paula dismissed her first 
opinion and contacted rosarypiper, who provided additional details—including this significant 
backstory about   a   preparatory   event related to the miracle  :

Dear Paula,

From the beginning: A few days before this miracle, I had opened my daughter's bedroom 
window to get a cross-breeze in my small bungalow. The statue of Our Lady of Perpetual Help 
was on a shelf to the side. About half-an-hour later, a strong breeze blew in and threw Momma
Mary face down onto the carpet! Her crown broke off! I heard the thump and rushed in and 
picked Her up. I was in tears! I kissed Her face and the toes of Jesus, set the crown back on Her 
head, and placed Her on the dresser.

On the night of the full moon, I awoke about 3 AM (I now believe [due to] the light coming from
the window). I couldn't [get back to] sleep, so I said some prayers. [But] I still couldn't sleep, so 
I read the Mass readings for the day. These [readings] are important, because they fit with the 
pictures. I [then] remembered the [Super] Blue Moon was that night; and since I had my phone 
in hand, I thought I should snap a picture [or two], so I could take a look [at it] later. Remember,
my eyes are very poor; and I need to adjust light and magnify to see images.

Looking out the window, I saw: Our Lady above the moon; Our Crucified LORD; and the long 
beam [of the Cross]. The image dissipates into just clouds over the bright moon.

After snapping some pictures, I turned on the light and got my magnifying glasses and looked 
closely to see what the camera caught. What struck me first was how the light of the 
[moonbeam] tail bent! The tail of the light fell into my yard after bouncing off the garage 
[roof]. Shouldn't light travel in a straight line, unless it passes through different densities of 
material? This was just air! Can light bounce off the far side of a flat surface, and around a 
corner?

When I magnified [the image] I could see Mary—like my statue—looking down at Our Crucified
LORD's face, with the light beam flowing to my yard where my drought-stricken garden was.

Mary wasn't a blue cloud, so much as like the blue and red statue, to my eyes. (The picture [of 
the statue on the next page] doesn't look quite the same...but it will help you to see what I 
thought I saw.) She wore a crown. She had dark hair under Her blue mantle. I thought at first 
She had Her hands folded up to one side, but then it looked like she was holding Baby Jesus, 
with His head [turned] forward. The Crucified Jesus had a large crown of large thorns all over 
His head.
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As a model for what rosarypiper saw in the moon and cloud formation,
she propped a crucifix against her statue of Our Lady of Perpetual Help.

The next night at the same time, still amazed by the experience, I took another picture—
because I had to check it wasn't just [caused by] my windows, or the angle, or some unknown 
light from the neighbour's.

        Next morning.        Next night.
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My heart is still filled with joy for this miracle. The kindness [that] came from our WFRN family 
and the fact William took this seriously and showed my little picture [on his channel]—I was 
shocked! GOD is rewarding our faithfulness in prayer. Times are close to His coming. We are to 
watch day and night. Be encouraged, Hailstones! Be prepared for an hour you do not expect. 
Thank you, Paula, for your interest and love! May the Good LORD bless you!

As part of her prayer time during that interrupted night, rosarypiper prayed the Invocation to the 
Divine Will, the Divine Will Chaplet, and the Divine Mercy Chaplet. She also read the Mass readings 
for the day, declaring, “My heart says they hold the message of this miracle for all WFRN:”

First reading (1 Thes. 3:7-13)
“Night and day we pray....”

Responsorial Psalm (Ps. 90:3-5a, 12-13, 14 and 17)
“A thousand years in Your sight are...as a watch of the night.”
“Fill us at daybreak with your kindness, that we may shout for joy and gladness all our days.”

Gospel (Matt. 24:42-51)
“Stay awake! For you do not know on which day your LORD will come...."

This is the prayer book and the turquoise Rosary beads that rosarypiper used on that unique night. 
The centerpiece medal bears a Jerusalem Cross design. Also note, the Crucifix has the Alpha and 
Omega symbols at either end of the horizontal beam, and the vertical beam is surmounted with an 
'M' for Mary, as also portrayed in the miraculous photo!

Super = a supernatural sign for rosarypiper, a WFRN Hailstone.
Blue = the color traditionally associated with Blessed Mother.
Moon = under Mary's feet, a divine manifestation of Rev. 12:1!

11/4/2023  + + +  paula
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